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gate
Design: Börge Lindau & Johan Lindau 1994

GATE GS & GR. 
Bench system for public areas.
Benches available in 3 straight (GS) and 2 curved 
(GR) basic units. These can be linked to form rows that 
are straight, curved or at right angles to suit their setting. 
The benches may be fitted with backrests, and/or seats 
as required. Standard spacing gives a centre-to-centre 
seat space of 650 mm, but this spacing may be varied 
to accommodate more or fewer seats as desired.
Benches may be anchored to the floor.

General measurements:
Seat height (bench)    420
Seat height (incl.seat)    455
Depth bench    460
Total depth incl.backrest    585
Seat Ø    390
CC seats    650

Gate straight, GS
GS 20, 2-seat unit    1300
GS 30, 3-seat unit    1950
GS 40, 4-seat unit    2600

Gate round, GR
Radius 1500 mm from centre to outline.
GR 20, 2-seat unit 1/6 circle, 6O°
GR 10, 1,5-seat unit 1/8 circle, 45°
Gate GR are add-on units, if GR is used as a free standing unit (not 
anchored to the floor) you need at least 2 x GR 2O units linked and 
in a s-shape or 3 x GR 2O units linked to form a semi-circle.

Bench-top of stave-glued solid birch, 40 mm thick. 
Frame in galvanised or lacquered steel. Upholstered seat covered 
in leather or fabric. Upholstery in fire retardant polyether foam. 
Backrest of compression-moulded birch (stained or natural 
lacquered). 

Accessories:
Backrests:
Round, D20
Straight, D21
Gate seats:
Round upholstered, D25 (suites backrest D20 and D21)
Straight upholstered, D26  (suites backrest D20 and D21)
Whole straight seat D28 (not suitable with backrests)
Whole round seat D27 (not suitable with backrests)
Gate armrests

Bench, backrests and seats can be offered in other materials and 
designs on request. 
Order our complete gate  complete Cad library.
Wall/Bench spacer available in galvanised steel.


